Guide to Build an IsMyConnect Commercial Solution in Microsoft´s MarketPlace

The objective of this document is to facilitate the process of building an IsMyConnect Commercial
Solution from the MarketPlace.
You must collect the following information:

How many extensions does your customer require to
migrate to the IsMyConnect cloud switch?

The answer will indicate the number of extensions
required in the cloud switch, and it will be pending to
define how many of them require IsMyConnect Teams
and how many IsMyConnect SIP.

Total IsMyConnect = # IsMyConnect Teams + # IsMyConnect SIP

How many of these extensions are for people, whose role requires
telephony and collaboration tools on top of Microsoft Teams?
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The answer will tell you how many of the
extensions require IsMyConnect Teams, the rest are
may use IsMyConnect SIP. If the customer has
Office 365 A5 or E5, no licenses are required
however, if you have Office 365 Business, E1, E3
licensing, you must purchase a Phone System license
for each plan IsMyConnect Teams.

# IsMyConnect Teams = # People who require Telephony over Microsoft Teams

Of the remaining extensions, for how many of them do you
want to have a web phone?

The remaining extensions, those that are not
IsMyConnect Teams, will be IsMyConnect SIP. If the
latter require a web phone, they can purchase
IsMyPeers. If a web phone is not required you should
check if you already have SIP devices.
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# IsMyConnect SIP = # total of IsMyConnect - # IsMyConnect Teams
# IsMyPeers = # IsMyConnect SIP that require Web Phone.

Do you want to keep extensions on your existing Switch?

PBX Connect allows to maintain some extensions in the
current switch and at the same time integrate IsMyConnect
to the Public Telephone Network. The following information
should be collected:
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• What PBX brand do you have?
• What type of trunk does the PBX use? SIP Trunk, IAX or
H.323?
• Does the PBX currently has the hardware and software
needed to establish this trunk?
If instead, you want to migrate all extensions or
attachments to IsMyConnect, and get rid of the existing
PBX, then you should proceed to the next question.

# PBX Connect = Number of Switches that will maintain active extensions.

Do you want to port the current numbers?

If the answer is yes, you must define how many numbers
you want to port per country. This will define how many
Did's per country are required. You must confirm in the
Market Place that portability is available in the country of
interest.
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If you do not want to port your numbers, or if number
portability is not available in that country, new Did's are
offered, for which you must define how many numbers you
require in each country. Now, if the answer is NO, you
should check with the current operator if it can deliver all
its lines through a SIP Trunk. In this case please contact our
sales unit( sales@callmyway.com ) to support you.

# Did's = # Did's that the client wants to port + # Did's that he wants to acquire by country.

CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER
sales@callmyway.com
www.callmyway.com

México +5255 4170 8422

Panamá +507 8366060

Chile +56 227609072

Guatemala + 502 (2) 3750299

Colombia +57 15189663

El Salvador +503 (211) 30412

Miami +1-305-644-5335

Costa Rica +506 40004000

Canadá +1 6134168671

Rep. Dominicana +1 (829) 9466346

Perú +51 16409850
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